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Establishing industry 
benchmarks is essential to any 
acquisition or transaction. But 
all too often, benchmarking 
doesn’t provide the details and 
context required for a truly 
informed decision. KPMG’s 
proprietary Benchmarking Plus 
platform goes beyond the usual 
publicly sourced data to set 
standards that really matter.
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A database this rich 
powers benchmarking 
this valuable
In addition to publicly sourced data, 
Benchmarking Plus leverages KPMG’s 
proprietary database, giving you access 
to valuable information gleaned from 
engagements with more than 3,000 
private companies.
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+ COGS

+ Gross margin

+ EBITDA

+ R&D expense

+ Rent

+ Insurance

+ Return on capital

+ Days sales outstanding

+ Cash conversion cycle

+ Inventory

+ Percent of revenue from top five clients

+ Customer churn rate

+ Selling & marketing costs

+ General and admin costs as a % of revenue

+ Total personnel expense

+ Revenue per employee

+ Gross profit per employee

+ Total employees

+ Number of employees in general and admin 
department as a % of total employees

+ Order backlog

+ Working capital

+ Current ratio

+ Debt / equity

+ Net debt / EBITDA

+ Days inventory outstanding

+ Days payables outstanding

+ Free cash flow

+ Capital expenditure as a % of total revenue

+ Capex / D&A ratio

A few of our 140+ financial data points 
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The data you need 
at deal speed
Deals don’t stand still. Knowing you can get relevant, 
accurate data virtually on demand is a huge advantage 
when you’re looking at a transaction. With Benchmarking 
Plus at our disposal, we’re often able to deliver the data 
and insights you need in a matter of hours. 
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Better 
decision making 
through better 
benchmarking 

As valuable as the benchmarking itself, is the discussion it drives on 
our team. Competitive intelligence drives insights into adjustments 
to acquisition price, cost-cutting strategies, and more. 
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Real world insights

1

2

3
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How has Benchmarking Plus paid off for our member firms’ clients? 
Here are just a handful of deal-shaping insights our integrated team 
has been able to deliver:

Helped a leading telecommunications company gain insights into 
financial and operational performance of two major business units 
that it was unable to gain through independent benchmarking.

Provided data on peer operating expenses, including drill-downs 
of SG&A expenses, R&D expenses and number of patents, 
warranty expenses, and capital expenditures as well as other 
costs to help a leading touchscreen solutions company assessing 
a target company’s proposed standalone costs.

Delivered financial health benchmarking and analysis that became 
part of the IPO Readiness Assessment deliverable and informed 
reporting decisions for a leading commodity trading company.

Provided financial benchmarking leveraging data from 45 peer 
companies to ascertain drivers of business performance for a 
software products and services company assessing a target. 
The final analysis also revealed how the target’s cost structure 
and classification of expenses compared to its industry peers.
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Only Benchmarking Plus draws 
on KPMG’s own engagements 
with all kinds of customers in 
a wide range of industries and 
segments. So you get more 
meaningful competitive 
intelligence.

For more information, contact:

Matt Kelly
Partner
Deal Advisory
KPMG Australia
mattkelly@kpmg.com.au 
+61 8 9263 7104

Rhodri Evans 
Director
Deal Advisory
KPMG Australia
revans01@kpmg.com.au
+61 8 9263 7124
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Deal Advisory
Real results, achieved by integrated specialists

KPMG.com/au/dealadvisory

The information contained in this document is of a general nature and is not intended to address the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular 
individual or entity. It is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute, nor should it be regarded in any manner whatsoever, as advice and is 
not intended to influence a person in making a decision, including, if applicable, in relation to any financial product or an interest in a financial product. Although 
we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it 
will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the 
particular situation.

To the extent permissible by law, KPMG and its associated entities shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or misrepresentations in the 
information or for any loss or damage suffered by persons who use or rely on such information (including for reasons of negligence, negligent misstatement or 
otherwise).
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